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Global Macro Momentum lower …
• Last week brought more evidence that the global macro momentum is turning lower.
• The global manufacturing PMI dropped by 1.3 point to 54.1, so still at a relatively high level but the lowest since last February.
• This suggests that for now further growth in global manufacturing is still on the cards, but the peak in growth is behind us.
•

The global PMI sub-indices for output, new orders and exports have all fallen by around four points over the past few months, mainly driven by
weakness in emerging markets .

• While aggregate indices for both developed markets and emerging markets came down, DM-EM divergence widened further in August.
•

The manufacturing PMI for DMs combined dropped by 0.5 points – with the indices losing some ground in the US (Markit), the Eurozone, Japan
and the UK –, but at 58.3 remains at a high level.

•

By contrast, the aggregate manufacturing PMI for EMs dropped by a full point to 49.6, coming below the neutral 50 mark separating expansion
from contraction for the first time since June 2020. This drop was mainly driven by Caixin’s index for China (which fell from 50.3 in July to 49.2 in
August), whereas China’s official manufacturing PMI published by NBS is still slightly above the neutral 50 mark .

• Within the group of EMs, the picture is quite divergent, with manufacturing PMIs currently clearly below 50 in for instance Indonesia, Mexico, and
Russia but at relatively high levels in Taiwan and Turkey.

Monetary policy and Asset prices
•

There is no longer any incompatibility between central banks’ employment objective and objective
of stable goods and services prices, thanks to the disappearance of Phillips curve effects .

•

Phillips curve effects have disappeared since GFC on account of wage earners’ loss of bargaining

power. Inflation has not risen late in the growth period (2016-2019) despite low unemployment .
•

Normally ,Low interest rates and abundant liquidity drive up share prices and real estate prices
from the recessionary bottoms, when the unemployment rate is high .

•

This creates a drastic conflict of objectives for monetary policy: It cannot both stabilise asset prices

and increase employment from the start of growth .
•

As of now, in this pandemic recovery , the central banks’ decision-making has ignored the effect of
their policies on asset prices., for which there have been precedence in 2002 and 2010 , when
central banks had chosen to boost employment and tolerate an abnormal rise in asset prices.

•

In these periods , the trade-off is not between employment and inflation (in goods and services
prices), but between employment and inflation in asset prices.

•

Central banks’ action is therefore no longer constrained by the return of inflation as is being
widely perceived - it is constrained by rising asset prices and the central banks would become wary

of this bubble phase sooner or later

New normal ?
•

The jobs report for August was a major miss at a critical time. That said, this as not a
sign that the job market is in trouble. Like so many things in this pandemic era, this is
a supply problem not a demand problem.

•

The NFIB small business survey showed the share of businesses reporting that jobs
are hard to fill rose to its highest on record in August. Employers are more than eager
to hire, but a variety of factors are keeping would-be workers out of the market.

•

The labour force participation rate did not budge from a still-low 61.7%. It is

increasingly a sellers' market for labor as evidenced by the rising costs for employees:
average hourly earnings rose 0.6% in August, which was more than twice the
expected monthly gain and lifted the year-over-year rate to 4.3%.
•

Any number of factors could be keeping would-be workers out of the market, from
COVID fears and lack of child care to the idea that extended jobless benefits diminish

the urgency to find work. Most of these impediments could be removed or
diminished by higher pay.
•

The rest of the economic data last week reflect the various crosscurrents confronting
the U.S. economy as it transitions from the initial vaccine- & stimulus-fueled surge to

a yet-to-be-determined new normal.

Q3 US GDP : Case for strength
• ISM manufacturing index for August rose to 59.9 and showed that the factory sector is finding ways to thrive even in a very difficult environment. Apart
from a notable miss in the employment index, there was incremental improvement in many of the categories that have defined the struggles of COVID era.
• The comments section pointed to the difficulty that firms are experiencing matching open positions to viable job candidates.
• Two developments this week actually brightened the outlook for Q3 GDP growth somewhat.
• The first was in the details of the ISM manufacturing report. The two biggest upward moves of the various components were both indicative of a rebuilding
of depleted stockpiles. Both inventories and customer inventories shot up more than five points. In the case of the inventories index, that component
crossed into expansion territory and rose to its highest level since 2018. This could point to a boost for GDP as even a modest rebuilding of inventories has
scope to provide a big boost to the headline growth rate. However, the service sector is still struggling to get needed inputs. Both inventory measures in the
ISM services index released this week remained well in contraction territory.
• The other bright spot was the narrowing in the trade deficit. The July trade report showed the ripple effects of the pandemic-era disruption as US and the
rest of the world attempt to return to some semblance of normal.

•

The U.S. trade deficit narrowed to $70.1 billion which, if sustained, would boost third quarter GDP growth.

• That said, the factors driving the narrowing have to do with long wait times at U.S. ports and the re-emergence of foreign travel in July, which may prove
fleeting.

Consumer economy : Crosscurrents
• The crosscurrents theme is certainly evident in the consumer data.
• For the past several months, consumers have been spending some of their
accumulated savings, but the categories seeing the biggest gains are in the
service sector.
• The goods-spending boom of last year has largely faded.
•

There is no sign of an immediate turnaround in the consumer confidence report,
which showed buying intentions for durable goods, such as autos and appliances,

declined in August.
• Consumer confidence in general fell to its lowest level since last winter, as
households take in the latest surge in COVID cases and news about the war in
Afghanistan.

•

Still, the share of households reporting that jobs are plentiful remains near its
highest levels of the past two decades, even though the share fell slightly in the
latest reading.

•

In short, households are worried about the future even though they see strength
in the jobs market.

What Labor day means …
• Labor Day which became an official holiday in 1894, marks the unofficial end of
summer. This year it happens when the economy is in the middle of a flock of black
swans
•

A 'rule' was established that you shouldn't wear white after Labor Day if you didn't

have the money to take fall and winter vacations.
• It was also used as a way to identify those who needed to work and those who
didn’t. Those who didn't have to work could wear white because it wouldn't get
dirty, while those working would wear dark clothing to hide the dirt they'd pick up
working or walking through the city.
• The market, on the other hand, may wear a little redder as we advance this year,
with renewed pandemic headwinds and shifting Fed policy adding new wrinkles to
the outlook.

• On average, over the last 20 years, September has been the worst-performing
month for the S&P 500. However, this is more a function of magnitude than
frequency, with September posting a monthly decline slightly less than half the time
but experiencing a decline of more than 7% four times.

Debt ceiling : Key risk
• September is going to be a very complicated month, especially in Congress.
• Lawmakers still must pass funding bills to avoid a government shutdown when the fiscal year ends on Sept. 30 and
increase the nation’s statutory debt limit of about $28.5 trillion, which was hit on Aug. 1.
• The Treasury Department has been using temporary accounting maneuvers to allow for continued borrowing to stave
off a default on government bonds, but it will run out of those options sometime this fall.
• Democrats plan to tie a debt limit increase to a government funding bill.
• But they will need at least 10 Republican senators to support the move and despite joining with Democrats to approve
debt limit increases during the Trump administration, all but four of them signed a letter last month vowing they would
not do so under Biden.
• Congressional Democrats could increase the limit on their own through the budget reconciliation process but party
leaders have said they want a hike to be bipartisan as in the past.

German Elections : Policy shift on cards ?
• German elections rarely make market waves but the range of possible outcomes this time is wider than in the past
• Centre-left SPD is leading the polls; could dominate the next coalition .
•

Recent polls have persistently put the centre-left SPD in the lead, although the gap with the conservative CDU/CSU (also called the Union) and
the Greens is rather small. Moreover, as was shown during the 2017 election, the final distribution of the seats in parliament (Bundestag) can
still differ from the final election polls with a margin of around two to four percent for each party.

•

Having said that, if the SPD were indeed to win the election, its leader Olaf Scholz would become the next Chancellor and the SPD would also
take the lead in the formation of the next coalition, which will have different political priorities than the previous coalition.

• The markets would perceive the shift towards the SPD as “modestly negative” because it raises the risk of protracted uncertainty.
•

For instance, Germany’s traditional fiscal austerity might shift towards a more expansionary policy stance with less stringent debt restrictions,
which would give the government more fiscal leeway.

• A coalition including the Greens and the SPD may narrow the spread between German borrowing costs and those of weaker euro zone states,
given these parties’ support for further European integration.

ECB : Breather
•

After the announcement of the new strategy and the adjustment of its forward guidance, it is time for ECB to take a breather.

•

September meeting may not see any change .PEPP re-calibration and the inflation outlook will likely also be the big focus themes.

•

Euro area inflation surged to a decade high of 3.% in August. The price increases were driven by a multitude of factors, including the rebound in travel and tourism after

lockdowns, higher energy costs, the reversal of last year's German VAT cut, increasing bottlenecks in supply chains and base effects from differing summer sales periods
in France and Italy.
•

Supply side bottlenecks remain a headwind for the Euro area as companies across many sectors are struggling to get their hands on important intermediate inputs. This
scarcity of input factors is also reflected in very high “Delivery times of suppliers” as measured in the PMI survey .

•

A majority of Governing Council members will dismiss the high August inflation numbers as a temporary phase, mostly driven by one-off factors. The updated staff
projections are likely to confirm this assessment, showing inflation in 2023 to be well below 2%.

•

ECB will not want to risk any “accidental” tightening of financial conditions/higher rates by discussing the different potential paths for its purchases programs.

•

In light of the tapering discussion in US, ECB will strongly signal its independence from developments on the other side of the Atlantic. ECB will stress that it will not

hesitate to adjust any policy instrument to ensure an accommodative policy stance. Any discussion about the timing when to end purchases under the PEPP and
potential changes to the APP program will be therefore postponed.
•

It is most likely that PEPP would be spent in full until March next year and an upward adjustment of the monthly purchases under the APP to ensure that there is no
funding cliff for euro area governments.

China : PMIs under pressure
•

With the non-manufacturing sector now in contraction territory and the manufacturing sector
slowing, the short-term outlook for China's economy remains less than stellar. This partly reflects
the impact of delta related restrictions such as the two weeks’ partial closure of China’s one but
largest container port hitting export capacity.

•

The official manufacturing PMI’s sub-index for exports dropped to a 14-month low of 46.7 in August.
Other bottlenecks include a scarcity in semiconductors, which is hitting for instance the production
of cars. There is also the impact of environmental regulation, with for instance the PMI for the steel
industry falling to a 1.5 year low of 41.8 in August.

•

All of this takes place against the backdrop of a credit cycle that has already turned and a regulatory

crackdown that has broadened in scope from fintech to sectors such as online education and
entertainment.
•

• China’s manufacturing PMI continued its gradual decline, falling to

On the policy front, following the recent slowdown the PBoC already shifted back to “piecemeal”

50.1 (July: 50.4, consensus: 50.2), so close to but still slightly above

easing, by cutting banks’ RRRs by 50bp in July. There shall be modest RRR cuts going forward, but

the neutral 50 mark. This also was the weakest reading since

not an aggressive easing cycle given that Beijing will likely stick to the goal of containing overall

February 2020.

leverage. A moderate fiscal response is also likely.

• The non-manufacturing PMI dropped much sharper than expected –

by almost 6 points, to 47.5 (July: 53.3, consensus: 52.0) – falling back
•

Despite these easing moves, risks to annual growth forecast for 2021 (9.0%) are now clearly tilted to
the downside.

to below the neutral 50 mark for the first time since February 2020

India growth : Still a long way to go
•

It is important to note that while Q1GDP number appears to look good, it is to be noted that India’s
GDP in Q1FY22 of Rs. 32.38 lakh crore is below Q1FY20 level of Rs. 35.67 lakh crore, ie approx. 9%
lower, and is also below Q4FY21 of Rs. 38.96 lakh crore.

•

However, keeping in mind that during Q1 FY22, the country had faced a second virus wave,

macroeconomic indicators are reflective of the fact that due to less stringent regional and localised
lockdowns the economy relatively was not that adversely affected ie Q1 FY22 GDP was Rs.32.38 lakh
crore as against Rs.26.95 lakh crore in Q1FY21.
•

Personal consumption declined almost 17.5% quarter-over-quarter, an unusually large seasonal
decline. Personal consumption accounts for over half of India's economy, so a shock of this magnitude
has significant implications on India's overall economy

•

In Q1FY21, while agricultural sector has shown a growth of 4.52%, there has been a strong rebound in
manufacturing and construction. Manufacturing has expanded by 49.63%, while construction has
shown a rise by 68.3%.

•

•

Mobility data, a key high-frequency indicator to gauge

The silver lining has been gross fixed capital formation which grew at 55.26% in Q1FY22 and

economic activity, is now back above levels seen before

constitutes 31.6% of GDP as against 24.4% in Q1FY21, however it is still lower than 34.6% of pre Covid

the second wave of infections earlier this year.

Q1FY20.

India : Bond bulls return
•

There seems to be a cyclic upturn on the long-end right now and, with no negative
surprises upcoming within the next week or two at least, there is some room to consolidate
and make price gains . 10 Year yield is likely to hover at 6.10 % during this month

•

The broad-based rise in bond prices last week came on the back of comments by MPC

members in their media interactions, which eased concerns over an immediate withdrawal
of the RBI's ultra-accommodative monetary policy
•

Financial markets are priced for only 86 bps of RBI tightening over the next 12 months –
looks excessive -while peer central banks are priced for at least 125 bps of tightening, and in

many cases much more.
•

Surplus liquidity in the banking system touched an all-time high of over Rs .9.09 trln The
liquidity surplus widened further as month-end spending by the government in the form of
salary and pension payments led to inflows. The unsterilized intervention is the primary

contributor for the domestic liquidity
•

While there may be one-off instances where the RBI does not intervene as frequently or at
the same magnitude, over time , RBI will continue to add to its already large FX reserves .

Nifty : Final Call
• Nifty has been enjoying a strong up move since last 16 months and
it has been decisively proved that it has been futile to call tops .
• Although the recent velocity of the up move has been
exceptionally strong, there is a chance that Nifty face a strong
resistance at 200% of the last year’s massive decline from Jan’20
high to March’20 low.

• Resistance at 17349 -17389 is more likely to be very strong. Break
there sets up 19228 whereas a wild down move till 15480 can be
seen should this resistance hold for two weeks
• Nifty has entered seventh zone as per ‘Fibonacci Time Series’ on

the monthly time frame chart.
• It is more likely that the market tends to stay in consolidation mode
without continuing to extend the upmove .

